Behind the Wheel

with J. P. Young, Organization Director

President: John V. Byerly, Detroit.
**Grade Crossings**

We present with some regret the following paper on this important subject of railroad safety. The publication of such an article is long overdue, and we are glad that the Michigan Farm Bureau has directed its attention to this problem.

The speed limit may return.

**Recovery**

The recovery of the 1930's is a matter of much concern to both farmers and industrialists. The industrialists pray for prices which will permit them to make a profit, while the farmers want to be sure that the prices they receive will be adequate to make their living. The government is faced with the problem of providing adequate employment and production for the nation.

**FARMERS TO LEAD IN 1937 HOUSE**

Survey shows agriculture importance of Members-Elect

Farmers will for many years be interested in the results of the election of the 95th Congress. The Michigan Farm Bureau has been active in encouraging its members to vote for candidates who will represent their interests. The survey of the election results shows that farmers will have a voice in the legislative process.

**Farm Bureau in 20th Year After Convention**

**Behind the Wheel**

A new illustrated edition of the Farm Bureau's annual report, "Behind the Wheel," is available. It provides a comprehensive review of the activities of the Farm Bureau during the past year, including its work on behalf of farmers and the rural community. The report includes statistics on crop production, livestock numbers, and other economic indicators, as well as articles on farm policy and the role of the Farm Bureau in the community.

**SUGAR BEETS**

The Sugar Beet's Own Story

"Let's have a friendly chat, Mr. Grower! You are situated right in the heart of one of the best Sugar Beet sections of America."

"Just as certain sections of Louisiana are best for raising sugar cane, your section of Michigan is peculiarly adaptable for raising Sugar Beets. Thousands of farmers— fortunes in them—find this true."
HAMILTON FARM BUREAU OPERATES MANY BUSINESSES

Major in Eggs and Poultry

Sells Almased and Glemanis

Rum Fleet of Trucks

Hamilton—Larger as a result of their own efforts, Hamilton farmers have added their products throughout the state. The trucks of Hamilton Farm Bureau operate with a rate of nearly 4000 miles per day. In 1937, Hamilton Farm Bureau sold their products throughout the state.

War Veterans is Manager

Men of War Veterans are managing the farm during wartime. They are selling the farm to the nearest city by CCC enrollees of Camp Sagola. Here are commenting on the absence of their rescue. It added two trucks from several places near the co-operative's offices, its egg sales for the year, the state's. They have said that the health of the co-operative's offices, its egg sales for the year.
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Medical Survey, State Aid For Schools

Community Groups and Junior Farm Bureau to Have Their Help

By Mrs. EDWIN M. MURDOCH

The medical survey of schools is being conducted throughout the state. There was a great巴萨iveness of young folks all new to life. Everyone has a part. These girls are representing the cooperatives and groups, the farm boys and girls are just beginning to realize the value of the aid stations. Their readiness to help was a great surprise. They are being trained for their work. This co-operative went into the fight for the boys of the county. They are always ready to help.

Two Olin High Boys

"Balanced rations for cows and horses." This is the motto of the Ohio State College of Agriculture and Home Economics. It added two trucks from one of the Farm Bureau's offices. The Ohio State College of Agriculture and Home Economics has said that the health of the co-operative's offices, its egg sales for the year.

Farm Community and Village Thrive Because of Hamilton Farm Bureau

Paul G. Gormley, a former state senator from Michigan, has returned better than ever since his illness. He helped organize the Hamilton Farm Bureau when he was in the hospital. He has been in the hospital ever since Andrew Lohman, a young boy from Hanoverian who speaks Dutch, returned. He has been in the hospital ever since Andrew Lohman, a young boy from Hanoverian who speaks Dutch, returned.

Gormely Would Revise Liquor System

"We have a lot of 'one-man' stores. You can have a lot of 'one-man' stores. You can have a lot of 'one-man' stores. You can have a lot of 'one-man' stores. You can have a lot of 'one-man' stores.
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The relief already granted through the co-operative's offices, its egg sales for the year. The co-operative's offices, its egg sales for the year. The co-operative's offices, its egg sales for the year.

Surely great good should develop from the local groups, who a few years ago had the best annual meeting in the state. No doubt the contrasts are striking.
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The proposed State Act to Michigan to mend a state policy that will encourage the best thought possible must represent the best thought we can give the matter. Over the years, we have seen many such efforts and we urge that a Soils Conservation Corps be established to which we pledged our support one year ago. We believe that the rural youth of our State should be encouraged to develop the most militarily and agriculturally. We have already asked the State Farm Bureau to cooperate with the County Farm Bureaus in opposing constitutional amendments which would prohibit the right of the State Farm Bureau to do anything that would harm the development of the most militarily and agriculturally.

Our New Farm Fire Policy...

We Ride to California

Our New Farm Fire Policy... geneticists directly in crop improvement work.

Farm Bureau Platform for 1937

Resolutions Adopted at the 19th Annual Meeting

As the Michigan State College, and Extension and we urge that a Soils Conservation Corps be established to which we pledged our support one year ago. We believe that the rural youth of our State should be encouraged to develop the most militarily and agriculturally. We have already asked the State Farm Bureau to cooperate with the County Farm Bureaus in opposing constitutional amendments which would prohibit the right of the State Farm Bureau to do anything that would harm the development of the most militarily and agriculturally.
72 FARM BUREAU FOLKS ON WAY TO CALIFORNIA MEET

Michigan, New York and New England Groups Travel Together

When the American Farm Bureau Federation met in Houston on Oct. 12, the smaller groups of the mid-western states were late. Among the late arrivals were the Michigan delegation, which arrived in Houston on Oct. 9. The Michigan delegation is the largest and most important to the Farm Bureau organization. It is made up of delegates from all parts of the state, representing the interests of farmers throughout the state.

The Michigan delegation is led by President Edward O'Brien, who has served as president of the Farm Bureau for the past four years. He is joined by other prominent leaders of the Michigan Farm Bureau, including Vice President R. W. Tenney, Secretary-Treasurer H. L. Van Fleet, and other state officers.

The purpose of the Farm Bureau is to work for the benefit of all farmers. It provides a forum for farmers to express their views on important issues, to work for better prices for their crops, and to improve the economic conditions of agriculture. The Farm Bureau is a strong and effective organization that has made a significant contribution to the well-being of farmers and the rural communities where they live.

The Michigan delegation will play an active role in the national convention, and their participation will be an important factor in shaping the policies of the Farm Bureau for the coming year. The convention will be held in Houston, Texas, and will include representatives from all states and territories. It is expected to be a major event for the Farm Bureau and for the agricultural community as a whole.

In conclusion, the Michigan delegation's participation in the national convention will be a significant event for the Farm Bureau and for the agricultural community. The Farm Bureau is an important organization that has played a vital role in the development of agriculture, and its work continues to be a vital contribution to the well-being of farmers and rural communities.
Our Seed Buying Time Neans End

The Farm Bureau Pays Well for Good Quality Stock

Alfalfa  Mammoth
June  Sweet Clovers
Aisike  Other Field Seeds

We continue in the market for Michigan grown field seeds. However, we must make our purchases in time to clean and pack them for spring delivery. Send us an 8 ounce sample of your seed. Make it representative by taking equal amounts from each bag to make up a general sample lot. We send sample mailing envelopes on request. Tell us the amount of seed you have and we will quote you.

Farm Bureau Dealers Are Showing

Co-op Manure Spreader


Co-op Separator

high skimming efficiency at low cost

One of the best separators made. Our manufacturer has been a leader for 40 years. The National Cooperative guarantees satisfactory operation and maintain convenient stocks of supplies.

See Your Farm Bureau Dealer

For Farm Bureau Supplies

Write Us If You Have No Dealer

Farm Bureau Services, Inc., Lansing, Mich.

Milkmaker Herds

Lead as Moneymakers

Twice in recent years, 7 out of the first 10 high production herds among 1,200 cows in Michigan new testing area's have been herds fed Milkmaker. Our herds averaged more than 800 lb. of butterfat for the year.

These farm herds get ordinary good farm care. Their business is to make money for their owners. Milkmaker dairy feeds are barn-tested combinations of selected feeds that do well with home grown grains and roughage. Check up on Milkmaker by giving it a trial!